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Grab your printable blank diagram sheets to X and O your way through the NCAA tournaments and join #FastModelMadness22. Â  is March, and Â  we're feeling the MadnessÂ  â  the FastModel Madness, that is! Â  to use the hashtag #FastModelMadness22 for all our NCAA tournament  and . Search social networks to follow the action ³ from a point
of view of XsOs and coaching, in addition to using it yourself to join the conversation ³. Now, a big part of that content will be the FastDraw game diagrams you're  used to seeing, and we know that seeing and charting new plays is a big part of how ³ coaches see tournaments. . Of course, we Â  Â  everyone make their diagrams in FastDraw. But we
know that  times  I ask to sketch a paper set first. You can always add to FastDraw later when you have time. So we created these blank printable diagram sheets with various formations (half court, full court, BLOB and SLOB) for coaches to download, print and use during NCAA Tournaments and beyond. Click on the ³ button below and follow the
instructions to download to FastDraw or as PDF. "Happy layout³ Blank diagram sheets printable in FastDraw Media Cut BLOB/SLOB Full Cut DOWNLOAD BLANK DIAGRAM SHEETS This layout of these blank diagram sheets are 3Ã  Â  3 and 3Ã  Â  2 for full cut, but if you send to FastDraw, you can customize the page layout the way you want. Follow
this guide on how ³ create a custom playbook. The break season has arrived, which means there is no better time to use FastDraw. Create your game library, organize your XsOs, share player development exercises with players, and create playbooks for your team and staff. New users get this special discount on any software package by entering the
MARCH30 at time of purchase. #ChampionsUseFastModel This entry was posted in Charts & Stats, MotivaciÃ ³ and tagged ³ on May 25, 2015 by admin. This entry was posted in Charts & Stats, Special situations and and a,draug tniop ruoy ruy ruf pu tsup a IP RatahW .seitinutroppo noitalosI.Maet ruoy of seitinutroppo roodkcab targ seaterc enel TF
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yrtnsihT.nimda51024, nimda2024, noDexatSoc I'd like a nimda b 5102, 52 yaM no to earn GNHCAOC, snoitotis laiceps for abtecsaB Conduct next to a wing player, or a selection and roll with your two post players, the 1-4 gives you flexibility so that your best player is in position of having ã © xito. Disguising the offensive. The 1-4 allows you to
execute multiple plays of the same set, which makes it more difficult for your opponents to explore. Distort any area. Regardless of whether it is an odd front or front zone, the 1-4 distorts the area by placing 4 players in each space in the area. Continuity. If he is a coach who likes to execute the continuity in the offensive, the 1-4 simplifies it with a
wing option, an option of publication and dripping option. All you have to do is find an option of wing, publication and dribble that best suits your team and personal. Set of configuration once you have decided to incorporate the maximum 1-4 in its offensive package the next season, one of the first questions you must answer is how it will take your
players to the set 1-4. If you start at 1-4, it can be more easy for defense to remove the entrance pass. I recommend what we call a "establishment" game, which is a group of various types of actions that end the players in the high alignment of 1-4. The diagrams below show different "established" game options. Click to download the diagram to
Fastdraw. 1-4 Continuity offensive once you have chosen a "establishment" game, you can now build your continuity offensive 1-4. All you need to do is choose a wing, dribbling and an option of publication. Here is where it can be creative as C and Pick sets that best fit your staff. The unique thing should do is make sure that all your options flow very
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noiraM4nwahS,hsaN9evetS0dahHw3snuS2xineohP7htiwOgaSarayNur was I yalp4aSi xineohP4xineohP4-1.renroc7hNi retoohs4a ot tuo rim rim or Many years. 1-4 Husky Husky is a great play to use in a uniform front zone. Its objective is to establish screens in each of the two main defenders to create a unpaved advantage of 2 against 1 on the Dé bil
side of the area. I hope that these concepts and offensive works help you better disguise your offensive system the next year. If you have an excellent play or concepts that you would like to share, realize me to hamiltonr@norman.k12.ok.us or sister me on Twitter @Twolveshoops. Feliz Hoopin! More content by coach Hamilton: All plays and exercises |
All blog posts | Attacking an area of confrontation | Men's Defense Series The following two tabs change content below. 1-4 High Kansas This entry was posted in graphics and statistics, training and labeled as basketball coach on April 1, 2014 by admin. Basketball training â »Welcome Basketball Exercises coaches! In this página, we have gathered a
collection of 22 simple, fun and effective basketball exercises designed for all ages. We have included a variety of exercises, from basic foundations to advanced game situations. So there is something here for everyone, whether they are training first degree students or high school students. To start, click any of the section links below. Or simply
display down to navigate and find the basketball exercises you are looking for! Professional Council: If you want to obtain your training in the Raven Vias, be sure to consult our collection of printed basketball plans N 'go. It is full of 18 tested basketball exercises, all organized in 6 Paso -by -step plans that can print and lead directly to the gym.
Basketball drills to shoot the shooting players hand that work in a shot. The drilling configuration players are paired and align between the lane. A player of each pair has a basketball. A way of shooting in the form of a hand -shaped hand works with the player with the ball begins sustaining the front in one hand. Then it is blocked and charged in the
firing position, placing the ball in the pocket. The hand of the hand is kept away from the ball. The player then shoots for the stars. He  through his shooting motion and fires a high, soft shot, letting the ball come out in front of him. The player has the follow-up until the ball hits the court. The opposing player grabs the ball and then goes through the
previous steps. Once they get used to it, each player grabs his own ball. Set 3-5 feet of the basket and take shape shots with one hand in the basket. If a player makes 3 consecutive shots, he takes a step back. Repeat until the player reaches the free throw line. Training tips The ³ players should practice this exercise with a ball of size smaller and
lower nets appropriate for their age group, the power of the shot should come mainly from the legs. Players should not need to lift it with a chest thrust or pull it off the shoulder. The ball must be folded in the ³ position for the ball to be on a pedestal. Players must extend their shooting arm and form a paracaÃdas in the follow-up. PropÃ ³ site This
exercise focuses on stopping under control and staying balanced through jump shooting. How ³ works starting on the right wing, take a lap to the hoop. Come to a jump stop about 10-12 feet away. Go ahead and hit the bank shot. Secure your bounce, run to the wing and repeat. Shooting exercise training tips with bun Players of ³ site learn to shoot a
power tray, which can be used when there is going to be contact or when a player moves fast and needs to get control before shooting. The drill configuration ³ players ³ form two lines, one on each wing. Power Placement Drill³ How ³ the player works on the right regatons in the basket. The player runs a two-foot quick stop, climbs hard with both
hands and shoots the tray etober etober oiporp us eneitbo rodaguj le ,rarapsid ed s©ÃupseD .odal a odal ed anretla es n³Ãicca aL .omsim ol ecah y av aroha adreiuqzi al a rodaguj lE goes to the end of the opposite line. At the quick stop, pick up the ball, jump and land with knees bent and balanced on two feet Players can use their strong hand on both
sides of the rim because this move is more like a short jump shot than a layup. At the quick stop, the player's fingers should point toward the baseline. You can also incorporate a fake bomb into this drill ³ site This is a large triple threat drill that works in attacking both inside and outside the fake. Jab Pump & Go Drill How ³ Works Starts on the right
wing in the triple threat, then jab step with the right foot. He backs down and pumps fakes, selling the shot. Exploit out of triple threat with a hard drive. It ends strongly on the rim with an alignment ³ the right hand. Grab the rebound and run to the wing to do it again. Tips for trainers ³ kill your time with the fakes. Keep the foot of the plant firmly on
the ground. PropÃ ³ sito Being able to measure the bestÃ a in the course of the season can be difficult in some simulacros of basketball, but not so in the olÃ mpico shooting. This is a great transition drill ³ allow you to hold your players accountable and force them to strive to make each and every practice better. The goal here is for the team to
accumulate 150 points in a 4-minute period. They get one point for a lineout³ two points for a mid-range shot and three points for shots from behind the arc. Setting ³ the Olympic Shooting Drill Your players form three lines at each end of the court, with the player in the middle on one side starting with a ball. The second players on the outside will
also have basketball, as well as the players at the front of the line at the opposite end of the court. How ³ works To start the drill, this player will push the ball up the court aggressively, as if they were attacking the on a quick break. After crossing half court and before crossing the three-point arch, the ball player will pass to one of the two wings, he
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adlapse al ne odatsocA etiper y onam arto al a alob al ereifsnart ,oveun ed etatn©Ãis ,sodnuges 03 etnarud etipeR .ahcram ne elbbird le odneinetnam ,oleus le ne onalp se Exploit from slow to fast in every move. Raise your head and go to court. Make it easier: Increases the space between the cones. Make it harder: Use a flat or weighted basketball.
PropÃ ³ site Helps players improve their dribbling, especially for the the rear crossover and the front crossover. The punch setup players ³ line up ³ anywhere on the pitch. The coach stands in front of them. How ³ works side-by-side yo-yo: using only the right hand, lap the ball forward and back in front of the body, going side to side. Repeat for 30
seconds, then switch to the left hand. Side by side I dribble from front to back and-me: using the right hand only dribbles the ball forward and back to the side of the body, going forward and back. From front to back I'm dribble combination yo-yo: using only the right hand, dribble once from side to side, then once from front to back, combining the
two y-yo-dribble in a continuous motion. Repeat for 30 seconds, then switch to the left hand. The training tips break the spine to drive the ball hard to the ground and move it in the required direction ³ keep your hand up like an arm bar, a more advanced handling exercise to challenge the concentration ³ and hand-eye coordination of your players. The
players of drill configuration ³ line up ³ the court in front of the coach. Each player has two dribbling machine gun balls ³ how the coach screams dribbles from the sequence of two balls: low tempo: dribbling both balls simultaneously at knee height, alternating: dribble both balls one at a time, to knee height high pace: dribble Both balls
simultaneously at breast height alternating: water the two balls one at a time, at chest height a high, a low: dripping one at knee height and the other at chest height, players perform those drops as it's called. The trainer criticizes the form and offers advice. The coach can make the players walk to Half Court and re-run the 2 regatons he screams. The
training tips Low drops, the ball should stay below the knees, the back should be straight, go up. In high dribbles, the ball must go to chest height. Hands should always stay on top of balls. Basketball exercises for Pass Pass Passion players learn how to properly run a ball pass with one hand. The punch configuration players³³ are paired and and
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dluohs yeht tub ,rehto eht kcab ,yaw ingo ereh the ekaf that dna nac sreyalp . Selcyc neht dna ,noitisop tsop eht Apart, towards straight, head up, with your hands in front, the palms up. 3. In the coach's sign, leave the chair while staying in the defensive position. 4. Keep that position for 10-15 seconds. 5. In the coach's sign, take a step and slide to
the right. Then one step and dazzle to the left. 6. If down and repeat. Training tips This is a great opportunity to walk through the ranks and review individual defensive positions. Make corrections, be the best positions. Keep the head of the head and the torso centered on the climb and slide. Keep the space between your feet; Never cross your feet.
This can also function as a drill of conditioning if they have players who maintain defensive position during a prolonged permit. Property players learn defensive feet foundations. Drilling configuration configuration of two lines in the baseline. The first player in each line is in the block in a defensive posture, facing the baseline passage and the sliding
simulation how coach says: "Go!" Step and sliding the players, zigzagging from the baseline with half court. Pass with the front foot and slide the back foot. When the first group reaches the free throw line, the next group goes. When all players reach half of the court, players turn and walk and return to the baseline. Next, execute the exercise with
partners. One will be offense. It will begin in a triple threat position and then dribble an imaginary ball. The other will be in defense and protect the offensive player using the passage and sliding technique. The Zigzagiar will half -court. Once all players reach the half court, they will change position and Zigzag back to the baseline. In the third version
of this drill, the player he gets a basketball and drop while protecting himself at half-court. Training tips emphasize "Step and slide, low and wide." Players must point the outside passage in the direction ³ go. Make sure players don't cross Orbunny Hop feet. The players' heads must be level. When making the partner version ³ the drill ³ to the
Defender "ball, tãº, basket" The players learn how to put a position to assume the load. Player 1 Drill configuration has the ball at the top of the key. Player 2 is in the extended spine of the foul line. Player 3 is a defensive player who guard an imaginary player in the block. Take the cargo drill how player 1 passes to player 2 and makes a round trip
directly in the lane. Player 3 leaves his imaginary defender and gets up to cut the player 1 and assume the load. Rotation positions coach tips The offensive player must make contact with the defender at medium speed. Use the common sense to make sure that players are not injured to assume the load, players must go down to the ground and protect
their inguinal creep. Players must absorb contact in their chest and torso, falling into slightly as they are beaten. The players must fall with their hands pointing forward. They should avoid supporting their falls with their hands, since this can lead to a lesion of muvas. Players should let the official know the contact extension by making a strong
scream or gruit. One on One Defensive Drill Purpose The players learn to put into play the defensive foundations in a similar action to the real game. Drill adjustment establishes a line of offensive players in the wing. The defender is in the same side block one in one defensive drill how much works 1. The first offensive player begins in the block. The
defender enters into a three -quarter denial from the upper side 2. The strong offensive player to the three -point line to receive the ball. The defender closes in Catch 3. play one to a marker or defensive rebound. The offensive player is allowed a maximum of four 4. Repeat, with the same defender protecting each offensive player once 5. Turn a new
defender and repeat coaching advice in the post denial, the defender must keep his body on the side of the basket, and use a hand to obstruct You can also practice the entrance pass The denial of three quarters of reference and the complete front in the publication, this is an opportunity to reinforce the appropriate foundations: not be afraid to stop
the exercise and alarm specific corrections and pointers: defensive posture, closures, the passage of the foot main and the passage of lead and sliding basketball drills for an exercise of recycling of its own rebounds This is a great drill of rebounds that focuses on ensuring a rebound with 2 hands and not taking the ball too low. Recycling drill How
much it works starting in the block, throw the ball through the board. Jump towards the ball and secure the rebound with two hands. Lower with the ball. Sell the false pump. Finish with a two -foot power tray. Take the bounce, go to the other block and repeat. Training tips press the ball with both hands. Do not lift the ball down, the little ones will be
stripped. If you can slapped the board at the end, wiggle it! "If not, jump the highest possible and concentrate on rising hard. This exercise focuses on grabbing the rebound with two hands and landing firmly on two feet. The glass cleaner drills how it works in the left lane and throw the ball up the board. secure the rebound with both hands. Go down
with a strong base outside the opposite lane line. Throw the ball from the board to the other side and repeat. The training tips land in the Balls of your feet so that you are ready to reaper. Transition Basketball Drilling 3 In 2 to 1 The players of 1 Nat It begins with three stifle spacious lines in the baseline, similar to a tissue of three men. On the
opposite side of the court, place two defensive players, one stand under the basket, one in the foul line. 3 in 2 to 2 in 1 how it works begins in a of three men. Once the ball reaches the half court, it becomes a live game of three by two. The play continues until the ball is noted, bounced or delivered. The lasting offensive player The ball (shot, failed
shot, or replacement) runs again to the opposite end of the court. Now he is in defense. The other two offensive players remain. The two players who were originally in defense now return to the court and try to score. It becomes a live game against one. The play continues until the ball is scored, bounced or overturned. The drill is restarted with the
next three offensive players in a row. Players should try to scarely score (3 passes or less), simulating a real situation of raised rest. Players must move the ball up on the court passing, not driblating. Players must talk about defense. I need to learn to score and defend at the break, as well as the hustle The coach will roll a ball towards the basket, with
both players in the outer lines fighting to secure the ball. Once a player has won the ball, the player in the middle line will join the play as a trailer that the offensive player can use. The play is dead after a shot, and the coach will start the following group. Tips for coaches The offense must make a pass before scoring - this makes it a great opportunity
to work in the transition pass. Ideal to evaluate the skills of players in transition on both offensive and defense. The offensive must be recorded in five seconds or is an automatic victory for defense. I need to make the defense get two consecutive stops or a total of three stops before they rotate out. Five offensive players are traveled through the
baseline. Five defensive players are through the extended free kick. 5 in 3 + 2 drill how Pass the ball to one of the offensive players and shouts a name of defensive players. The defensive player whose name was called and the defensive player whose man received the balcony both have to touch the baseline and then pursue. The other three defensive
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